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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaboration between LRO/CRaTER and DREAM2We’ve been looking at deep dielectric charging in permanently shadowed regionsAnd recently we’ve begun to consider how it might affect comminution of the regolith



www.capturedlightning.com/frames/LF39-40.html 
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Presentation Notes
This is acrylic that discharged in a number of places while being irradiated by MeV electronsAll the branches are evacuated channels18” x 24” x ¾” (Style 39A)Over half of all spacecraft anomalies caused by space environment are electrostatic discharges, and some missions have been lost due to this.Voyager 1 experienced dozens while flying through Jupiter’s rad belts.We use a threshold of 2e10, because that’s what the CRESS satellite measured.http://www.capturedlightning.com/frames/LF39-40.htmlhttp://www.capturedlightning.com/photos/For_Sale/Lichtenbergs_12-01-06/18x24Panel/IMG_0219.JPG
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Presentation Notes
We’ve shown in a paper published earlier this year in JGR-Planets that protons and electrons have different fluences at different depths. Electrons have higher fluences at greater depths than protonsDischarging in PSRs: 2-3 weeks!



… electric field can increase to 
threshold for dielectric 
breakdown (106-107 V/m) 

Budenstein [1980] 

If SEPs charge regolith faster 
than it can discharge 
(fluence of 1010-1011 cm-2)… 
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Electrons 

Very large SEP events cause PSRs to meet 
the criteria for dielectric breakdown 

(Jordan et al., 2014) 

Colder regolith  lower conductivity 
 larger E-fields 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The material quickly becomes highly conductive.This is borne out by decades of experimentation.Most solids break down at similar threshold electric fieldsFluence is a rule of thumb in spacecraft engineeringJordan et al [2014]We assume higher threshold, so our numbers might be conservative.



Event’s E-field 
energy density 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Event rate 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Rate at which 
energy density 
is deposited 

How much energy has breakdown deposited 
in PSR regolith? 
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Presentation Notes
Almost all energy density in the field is converted to Joule heating~1% goes into emission



Threshold 
breakdown-
causing SEP 
event 

CRaTER events 
(Jan. & Mar. 2012) 
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Event’s E-field 
energy density 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the energy density as a function of event fluence2e10 cm-2uE is just in the top 1 mm (that’s where the energy is released during breakdown)Cp is heat capacitySome energy goes into melting, but we take upper limit by assuming pure vaporization (really the lower limit of mass that’s affected).Gardening limits exposure to breakdown to 106 yr106 yrs because of gardeningLarge SEP events less frequent, so to find the deposited energy, need to incorporate model that accounts for that



Event’s E-field 
energy density 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Event rate 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Rate at which 
energy density 
is deposited 

How much energy has breakdown deposited 
in PSR regolith? 
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Event rate 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Event rate comes from the JPL proton fluence model, developed to estimate SEP exposures of spacecraftThis isn’t exactly the SEP event rate, but divide it by 1e6 yr, and it isGiven Paul Hayne’s talk yesterday about micro-cold traps, this area could be much greater.Each event has its own fluence, and thus its own energy density



Event’s E-field 
energy density 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Event rate 
(function of 
SEP fluence) 

Rate at which 
energy density 
is deposited Total 

breakdown 
energy 
deposited Exposure time 

(limited by 
gardening): 
106 years 

How much energy has breakdown deposited 
in PSR regolith? 
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Presentation Notes
Almost all energy density in the field is converted to Joule heating~1% goes into emission



Weathering 
process 

Energy flux 
(J m-2 yr-1) 

Vapor + melt 
production 
(kg m-2 yr-1) 

% Gardened soil 
melted or 
vaporized 

Impact 1.2 2.1 x 10-7 ~10% 

Breakdown 0.88 1.8 – 3.5 x 10-7 ~10-25% 
Jordan et al. (under review) 

Breakdown weathering may be comparable 
to impact weathering in PSRs 

Energy density needed 
to vaporize all regolith: 
ρreg cp (Tvapor – TPSR) = 
7.3 x 109 J m-3 

Energy density deposited 
over 106 yr of exposure 
(106 SEP events): 
8.8 x 108 J m-3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just assuming that breakdown only vaporizes.Since breakdown involves a mixture of melting and vaporizing, the energy density needed to affect the regolith is a factor of 2 less than what’s shown here.Hence the range of percentages shown in the tableSo there must be extra comminution occurring in PSRs.



Coarse 
particles 

Fine 
particles Agglutinates 

Impact model of soil evolution (McKay et al., 1974): 

Replenishment Pulverization 
Agglutination 

Pulverization 

Fragmentation 

Vapor/melt 
deposition? 

Fine 
particles 

Ultrafine 
particles 

Breakdown model of soil evolution: 

? 

What probably happens 
(need experiments): 
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Presentation Notes
Affects geotechnical properties: roversNote that there doesn’t seem to be as strong a tendency to agglutinize via breakdown, so this would make soils finer than would otherwise be possible without it!This affects trafficability.



Breakdown 
vaporizes 
channels 

Expanding gas fragments 
some grains; vapor 

deposited on other grains 

Recube 
new grains 



Preliminary Monte Carlo Results 
Starting particle size: 100 μm 
Input breakdown energy: 109 J m-3 (~106 yr) 

Without impacts, 
decrease mean 
grain size  by 
~40 μm 
throughout 
gardened layer 

May increase 
porosity and thus 
affect trafficability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cutoff near 5 um because channel size is 10 um.Grains <=10 um don’t last too long: vaporized if sparked at allRetaining all vapor: grows some grains, but not enough to keep in equilibrium  big grains eventually splitWe’re going to explore parameter spaceCan track vapor and will be able to track melt.



Coarse 
particles 

Fine 
particles Agglutinates 

Impact model of soil evolution (McKay et al., 1974): 

Replenishment Pulverization 
Agglutination 

Pulverization 

Fragmentation 

Vapor/melt 
deposition? 

Fine 
particles 

Finer 
particles 

Breakdown model of soil evolution: 

? 

Impact + breakdown soil evolution: ? 

What probably happens 
(need experiments): 
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Presentation Notes
Affects geotechnical properties: roversNote that there doesn’t seem to be as strong a tendency to agglutinize via breakdown, so this would make soils finer than would otherwise be possible without it!This affects trafficability.



Conclusions 
Breakdown weathering in PSRs 
• may produce vapor/melt 

comparable to impact weathering 
• may have affected 10-25% of 

gardened regolith 
• may augment comminution and 

thus affect trafficability 

Future work 
• Could LRO or in situ 

instruments detect 
breakdown? 

• Could those observations 
+ lab work differentiate 
its weathering effects 
from those of other 
processes? 

• Could “sparked” material 
be in the Apollo samples? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We think it is possible to detect breakdown in the act with LROC and Mini-RF.
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Spacecraft anomalies caused by the space environment 
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Presentation Notes
Over half of all anomalies are electrostatic discharges, and some missions have been lost due to this.Almost a third are SEUsRadiation damage: SEPs affecting solar arrays, total dose, materials damage, etc.Voyager 1: dozens of breakdown events while passing thru Jupiter’s rad belts
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Jordan et al. (2015) 

• Porosity is the main influence on 
cohesion and angle of internal 
friction (Costes et al., 1972)  

• PSRs may have porosity of ~70% 
(Gladstone et al., 2012) 

• Breakdown weathering may 
increase porosity in PSRs (Jordan 
et al., 2015) 

• Since breakdown has affected all 
gardened regolith, the affected 
layer could reach ~1 m 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a cartoon feel for what’s going on.I know it’s not just one grain breaking, but this is just to give a feel for what might happen.Now, I’m not going to derive trafficability, since that’s outside my field.I’m just going to suggest what might happen.Breakdown creates smaller particles and can fluff them up.I’m not saying it’s 70% porosity all the way down, but the small particle size could affect it.Van der Waals becomes important.



What probably happens 
(need experiments): 

What we model as happening: 
Breakdown 

channel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sparks cross multiple grainsPreliminary attempt to estimate how breakdown weathering might affect size distributionJust to get sense for how breakdown weathering might affect soilImportant for Resource Prospector (geotechnical properties)Affects optical properties



Impacts could 
spread breakdown-
affected regolith to 
lower latitudes. 

~0.01% of all 
gardened regolith may 
have experienced 
breakdown, but only a 
fraction of this would 
make it to lower 
latitudes. 

Breakdown may 
occur on the 
nightside, which 
can be < 100 K. 

If so, 3-6% of all 
gardened regolith may 
have experienced 
breakdown. 

Is it in 
Apollo 
samples? 



For a given lunar soil, the void ratio or 
porosity appears to be the most important 
single variable controlling the cohesion and 
the angle of internal friction of the 
material. (Costes et al., 1972) 

The most probable values of cohesion appear 
to be in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 kN/m2. The 
angle of internal friction appears to range 
between 30 and 50 deg, with the higher values 
associated with the lower porosities. (Costes et 
al., 1972) 
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